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1. Introduction~

Causality teata, vector autoregreesion, unit root teata, cointegration:

four of the prominent econometric advancee of the past 15 years. Theee

techniques have been thoroughly, eome would say over-actively applied to

virtually all macroeconomic and financial queetione. All four nre

derivativee of ordinary least equares (ola) with the coneequence that they

ahare a characteriatic of the ole technique that ie always mentioned in the

first chapter of textbooks on regreaeion, but often neglected in practice:

the natural context for ole and ite applicatione ia that of etationary time

aeriea, and severe problems of interpretation arise when ole is uaed for

nonstationary data.

If time aeriea are stationary, their firet and second momente are well

defined and there ia no conceptual problem in computing unconditional

meane, variancee and covariancee based on observationa over eome eample
period. 8y contraet, nonetationarity impliea that the "mean" of a sample
may become a function of its lenqth whilet the mean of the true series -
the population mean - may not be defined. Aleo, although sample variancee
and covariances can of couree be computed, they cannot poeaibly provide
information about true unconditional eecond momente, aince these are
undefined. It follows that in the caee of nonatationary time aeriea
extrapolationa or forecasta ahould only be made in a conditional manner:
one can produce forecaste of X~,1 conditional on the realized proceea up to

obeervation X~, but such forecasta are no more than conditional

extrapolations inetead of the unconditional forecaate correctly produced by

ols techniques in the context of stationary time aeries.

In this paper, based on materiala from my (1993) book, I use Monte Carlo

techniques to illustrate some properties of caueality tests, vector

autoregresaions, unit root teste and cointegration techniquea for

atationary, (almost) atationary and clearly nonetationary time aeriee and

contrast the findinge with calculatione performed by a multivariate Kalman

~ Camiel de Koning contributed subetantially to the development of the
Kalman filter eoftware. Erzo Luttmer and Patrick Groenendijk very
competently organized and executed the calculatione. I am very qrateful to
them and also to René den Hertog for all their help.
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filter. Becauae the Kalman filter methodology processes obaervationa
sequentially, either forward, backward or both, it produces conditional
distributione for means and variances and therefore lends itself in a much
more natural manner to analysis of nonetationary eeriea. I shall alao
discuss the common responae within the ole context to nonstationarity -
whether certain or suspected - which ie to difference the data. The resulte
will show that the Kalman filter does not require the user to make a
definite decision regarding the need for differencing the data and, if so,
once or twice, but inatead offera automatic processing capacity for a wide
clasa of nonstationary time aeries.

In addiiion to the analysis of near-stationarity and nonstationarity, I
consider a aecond iaeue in time series analyeis with important consequences
for the interpretation of ols-based etatiatical techniquea. Traditional
time series analysis as exemplified by the Box and Jenkine (1970) book has
considered any single time seriea as being driven by a eimple, serially
uncorrelated white noise procesa. Autoregressive and~or moving average
coefficients in the time series model describe any deaired pattern for the
persistence of these simple innovations. Roots of the autoregressive part
of the model that lie on the unit circle represent the desired degree of
nonstatíonarity. By contrast, the Kalman filter methodology would look for
a simpler structure in modelling a univariate time series, but make it
aubject to different types of ahocks. The Kalman filter modela in this
paper will conaider three Lypee of diaturbances that effect a time seriea
continuously:

(1) temporary shocks to the level of the seriea;

(2) permanent shocks to the level of the series;

(3) permanent changes in the etochaetic rate of growth of the aeries.

Formally, the two different descriptions, either a single type of
innovation but a complicated autoregressive and~or moving average
etructure, or a simpler model driven by a variety of different shocks, are
equivalent. The Kalman filter representation has important technical
advantages over ARIMA modelling in the sense that parametera will always
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lie within the admiaeible region, but on the other hand Kalman filter
estimation of the underlying hyperparameters - the variancea of the
different types of shocka that hit the eyatem - ia more complicated than
the estimation of a eimple autoregreeeive model. More important than theee
technical coneiderationa, however, are the differencee in interpretation
that become crucial when the model ie ueed for eimulatione. To take a very
aimple example, aseume that a time aeriea can be modelled in the ARIMA
methodology as followe:

(1) Ay~ - (1-O.SL) a,

where A denotes the difference operator, L denotea the lag operator and a~
ia normally diatributed and serially independent, with mean zero and

variance one.

The corresponding state-apace model would be:

(2A) Y~ - c~ ' u~

(2B) CC ~ CC-1 } ~lG

with c~ an unobservable state variable. The errore u~ and ~,~ are

uncorrelated with mean zero and variances a2„ and o~~l reapectively, and

are aerially independent. The state variable is not correlated with theee

errore. The atate-epace model that correeponde exactly to equation (1)

requires values of 0.5 for oZ„ and 0.25 for a2W .z

The natural context for a aimulation exerciae would be to assume that no

ahocks have taken place for some time and then to compute the consequencea

of a single innovation of size one at time t-1, that is, a, ~ 1. In the

Box-Jenkins methodology that producea the following reaulta:

z The variances of the diaturbancea in the atate apace model are
computed by equalizing the complete autocovariance function for the first
difference of y, both for the Box-Jenkins model and in in the atate apace
formulation.
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time -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Ay~ 0 0 0 1 -0.5 0 0

y~ 0 0 0 1 0.5 0.5 0.5

The user of a Kalman filter model would need no reminding that each
aimulation exercise requirea an answer to the question whether the ahock or
shocks that affect the syatem ahould be of a temporary or permanent nature
or whether they should combine the different typea of fundamental
disturbances in the same proportione ae observed during eome hiatorical
period. Hence, the Kalman filter methodology is potentially much closer to
addreseing the concerns of the eo-called "Lucas critique". Aesume that one
wants to perform a simulation exercise that corresponds exactly to studying
the conaequences of a aingle innovation in the 8ox-Jenkina model. Now an
apparent contradiction appeare. On one hand the aesumed value of the moving
average parameter in the Box-Jenkine model of equation (1) equale 0.5,
implying that the innovation should be regarded as being fifty percent
temporary, fifty percent permanent. On the other hand, performing the same
exercise with the state-space model requirea ua to apply a mixture of the
two basic disturbances in which the temporary component carriee much
greater weight than the permanent ehock.3 How can thie be?

We ahall see that solution of the apparent paradox requiree us to be much
more precise when specifying the thouqht experiment to which the simulation
exercise is supposed to provide the answera. Specifically, we shall find
that the apparently natural context for aimulations, which is to assume
that no significant shocka have taken place immediately before the single
innovation under study, is logically incorrect given the estimated
parameters of both the Box-Jenkins time seriea model and the etate-apace
model. Also, analysis of the state-space model will lead to the concluaion
that the size of the innovation in the thought experiment becomee important
when trying to compute the outcomes of the eimulation.

3 Conversel y, if in the state space model the variances for the
temporary and permanent components are equal, indicating that temporary and
permanent shocks are equally important, the parameter in the correspondiny
(0,1,1) Box-Jenkins model would be equal to 1.5 - 0.5~ - 0.38, instead of
0.5 as one might naively expect.
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The eubsequent aectione of the paper will contain the deacription and

results of a variety of Monte Carlo experiments. In aection 2 I describe a

first set of experimenta in which I use a random walk type variable to
predict a related random walk. By way of illuatration, I ehow a eingle

repreaentative realization before tabulating the resulta of the complete
aet of replicatione for which every experiment ie repeated 100 timee. The

alternative Kalman filter methodology is deacribed in eection 3. Section 4

then containa outcomea for the eimulated data when both ols and the Kalman

filter model are applied. In section 5 I deacribe a eecond eeriee of

experimenta based on data that exhibit medium term cyclical fluctuatione.

Once again, in each experiment two aeriee are paired and I investiqate

whether one series can be useful in predicting the other aeries and vice

versa. The description again providea a selected repreaentative

illustration. Tablee for the outcomes of ole techniquea, for each seriee of

300 replicationa are in eection 6 of the paper together with Kalman filter

computations for the same set of data. Section 7 investiqates how uaeful

the four econometric fashions that have been ao influential over the paet

15 years prove to be when applied to theae artificial data. Finally,

aection 8 aummarizes the paper and draws some conclueions.

2. Exoeriments with artificial random walks

ordinary Least equarea (ols) and its more eophieticated derivatives

continue to be the dominant statietical methodology in econometrice. To

work well and generate reaulta that can be unambiguoualy interpreted, ola

requires stationary data. Hence, the great majority of simulation studiee

that have tried to inveatigate what happena when reqression models are

applied in practice, have uaed etationary time aeriea or eeriee that become

unambiguoualy atationary after taking firet differencea, or seriee that

were etationary around a determinietic trend. In this paper, by contraet,

all experimenta are based on nonetationary aeries, or on series where the

analyat ie uncertain about the stationarity iaeue. Differences between the

two series will be stationary or will contain a random walk component ae

well as a amall atochastic trend.
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The first set of experimente worke with conatructed "random walke with
stochastic trends" i.e. aeries that do not have a fixed mean but are li4ely
to reach ever larger distances from the origin. I have used a seriea length
of 100 data points, equivalent to 25 yeara of quarterly observatione or
about 8 years of monthly data.4 Here follows the law of motion for the
first series, to be called Y.

(3A) yc - c, . uc

(3B) c, - cc-, ~ Crc-i ' wic t~zc

(3C) trc - trc-i ~ ~zc~

where the errors uc, ~,c and ~ac are mutually uncorrelated with mean zero
and variances aa,,, aaW, and o2~,a respectively.

With the specific values of 1 for oa,,, 1 for oaW, and 0.1 for oa„a, equation
(3) can be written in state-space notation as:5

(4A) yc - [ 1 0 ) (trcl var (uc) - 1

Cc 1 1 Cc-i 1 1~~i c~ ~~1 cl -~1 0 1(4B)
(tzc - [0 11 (trc-t) ~ [0 1] wac var

~acl 0 0.11

I use two different specifications for the aecond eeries, to be called X.
In a first set of experiments, each realization of Y is paired with a
realization of X that ie constructed ae followa:

~ 120 Observations are generated, so that the first 20 can be
diacarded in order to avoid traneient effects of the initialization of the
autoregressive model components.

5 The next section has more on state space models.
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1. eubtract the temporary component from Y. Thia leavee a pure random
walk with atochastic trend in which all incrementa in ihe aeriea are
1008 percent permanent;

2. add a high-frequency autocorrelated dieturbance to thie atripped-down
Y aeriee, ae followa:

(5) uc ' eiuc-i ' eauc-a ' ~c

Combining equation (4) and (5), with B, z 0, 0a --0.75 and var(ec) ~ 10,

the etate-apace model for Xc becomee:b

cc

(6A) Xc -( 1 0 1 0) I trc
I1 ucu c.l

(56)

cc 1 1 0 0 pc-1 1 1 0 0~ ~i c ~I c 1 0 0tr~ 0 1 0 0 ~tr~-, 0 1 0 0 ~,a~ var (~,~1 -(o o.l o l
uc - 0 0 0-0.75 uc-i { 0 0 1 0 ec l rc J l0 0 10)~ ~-~ o 0 1 o a ~-a o 0 0 0 0

In this first aet of experimenta, each pair of an Y and a X have the same
underlying dynamice, as represented by c, tr, ~~ and ~a. But, in the caee
of Y there ie a simple aerially uncorrelated noise added before Y ie
observed by the econometrician; in the caee of X there ie no auch "output

or observation noiee", but the underlying proceae of X ie contaminated by
the high-frequency "vibration". eecause the amplitude of the added high-

frequency disturbance in X ia large, X losea some of its usefulnese in
making forecaste of Y. In ehort:

{X} - {aerially correlated stationary diaiurbance) f {observation
noiae} - {Y}.

6 Having the current residual as a atate variable results in an error-
free observation equation. Maybeck (1979) ehowa how the usual Kalman filter
algorithm can be adjueted for thie case.
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I use the following context to perform etatietical analyeie of the
relationship between Y and X:

1. observations of X are available for the past, the present and the
future;

2. the econometrician ie not certain that all deviations between Y and X
are temporary, even though we know that euch ie the case.

Our interest now is in investiqating standard statistical techniques for
relating Y to X and later to compare the results to those obtained with the
multivariate Kalman filter.

For a second series of experiments, X remaine ae before, but ie paired with
an Y that is more loosely connected to X, because differencea between Y and
X are no longer temporary and stationary ae before, but increase alowly
over time as follows:

(7A) Yc - Cc r dc t ~c

(7H) d, - dc-, r Crnelp,C

(7C) trnaiv.c - tzne~p.c-i ~a c

with var(~3) - 0.05, var(wa) - 0.005 and cc ae in equation (3B) above.

In this case, we can summarize the relationship between X and Y as follows:

{X} -{serially correlated stationary disturbance} t{random walk
with stochastic trend} t{observation noise} -{Y}.

Figure 1 shows a typical realization. For this second aeries of etatiatical
experiments I make the same two aseumptione as before:

1. X is available to be used in predicting Y;
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2. the analyat ie not certain about the Longer-term connectione between
Y and X and haa to derive from hia etatietical analyeis whether
differencee between Y and X are well behaved and etationary, or

whether Y and X may diverge ever further as time goea on.

Ae before, I ehall investigate how atandard econometric techniquee and the

Kalman filter alternative compare in terma of being useful for teste of the
hypotheeis that the long-run elasticity between X and Y ie equal to 1.0.

40

20

-20

-40

-X

~-Y

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 1: Two non-cointegrated nonstationary series. The ols results from e levels regression of y on X
were: DY - 0.861, R' - 0.778, b- 0.871 with S.E. : 0.047, LBO(29) - 492.71, ADF(1) --5.16, ADF(4) ~
1.096 and ADF(8) - -1.OTS. For abbreviations see table 1 belor.

3. A multivariate Kalman filter

One way to embed any least squaree equation in a richer dynamic model ie to

chanqe to the etate-apace formulation. The state vector is compoaed of the

regresaion intercept, all regreeaion coefficiente a plus as many current
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and lagqed residuals as are required to represent any significant aerial
correlation in the error term. The general specification of the
multivariate Kalman fílter in the case of no serial correlation in the
residuala and a single regreseion coefficient a is ae follows:

c l
(BA) y~ -( 1 0 X~ ) tr l . u~

a ~

vaz(u) - R

1 1 0 1 1 0 ~
(8B) ~ ~r~ - ~0 1 0 ~ ár) t ~0 1 0~ ~~a~

0 0 1 0 0 0 3,

~ - ~Pl 0 0
i

vaz wz 0 PZ 0

~3 0 0 0

Equation (SA) is the observation equation. It states that the level of y
equals the sum of a shift parameter, c„ the product of the regression
coefficient and the explanatory variable, and a reeidual term u~.

The Kalman filter methodology adds equation (SB), the ao-called etate
update equation. It shows how the three etate variables change from period
to period. The right hand eide of thie equation has two parts. In the firet
part, the shift parameter c,-, is adjuated upwarde by the amount tz~-1,
which represents the stochaetic trend. In the second part, the ehift
parameter c, is subject to permanent shocke ~,~ and ~zC before being
included in the observation equation. The trend ia subject to a etochastic
shock, ~zL whilst the regreasion coefficient, a, is not subject to change
over time.

The Kalman filter allows for nonstationarity in y~. In fact, Kalman filter
theory arose because of the inadequacy of the Wiener-KOlmogorov theory for
coping with applications in which nonstationarity of the signal and~or the
noise was essential to the most natural description of the model. Since it
operates in the time domain, the Kalman filter can provide densities of the
state variables conditional on the history of the system. This is the
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essential advantage of Kalman filtering over frequency domain methode when
nonatationarity ia a relevant feature of the data.

The user of a Kalman filter ie aeked to provide eetimates of the variancea
p„ Q3, and R.~ One also neede to postulate whether the filter starta
eetimation with a diffuse prior or with eome notion about the range of the
parametera and~or the state variablee. The Kalman filter then procesaee the
data "on Line" and produces eetimatee of the etate variablee - here: the
ahift parameter, the trend and the regressíon coefficient - and their
variance-covariance matrix, P,. The varlances, Q„ pz, and R may be choeen
in euch a way that the apecification becomee equivalent to either a
regression equation between Y and X in levela or in firet or eecond
differences. The Kalman filter specification includes all three
poeaibilities as special cases. Other etatistical techniques for comparing
levele and first or second difference epecificatione euffer from the
disadvantage that the two competing hypothesee are non-nested.a

An ordinary ("forward") Kalman filter produces an eatimate of the etate
variables at time Ttl (in our case: the ehift parameter, the trend and the
regreasion coefficient a, together a three-element vector V) based on all

the data from time C-1 up to and including time T-t. The forward filter

revises its eatimate of the atate variablee for period T after it hae
obeerved the dependent variable (in our case: the level of Y) for that
period. Denote the forward forecaet foz period Ttl baeed on
{V„Vz,...,Vr; X„Xz,...,XT,Xr„} as Vf(Tt1~T) . Vr(T~1~T~1) will refer to the
revised eetimate of V,.,, after the current level of Y has been observed. In
each iteration, a backward filter i e aleo implemented. It generatee a
backward "forecast" for time T using all the data from period Ttl through

to the final period, j.

~ In the next section, the EM algorithm will allow for continuoue
updates of these variance estimatea. One aleo hae to insert an arbitrary
non-zero value for the variance of the third element in the vector w. Thie
is purely for computational reaeone (eee Maybeck, 1979) and has no effecte
on the estimatee.

8 See Nelson and Ploseer (1982) for diacuaeion of traditional
econometric tests of the levels vereus firet differences specification.
Such testa have low power. See also Christiano and Eichenbaum (1990) for
eimilar conclusions reqarding the univariate analysis of US gnp.
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forvard fílter

V ~Tfl ~ T~

V ~ Tfl ~ Ttl ~f

L
0 C

1 t 7-3 t S t t~l

Vb ~ Ttl ~ Tt2 ~

Vb ~ Ttl ~ Ttl ~

backvard filter

Figure 2: Conbining forward and backward filters.

C
J

For the backward filter, V~(T~Trl) will represent the backward forecaet
based on {V~,V~-~,...,VT,2,VT,~; X~,X~-~,...,XT,,,XT,~,XT) where j represents the
final period in the sample and Vp(T~T) stands for the revised backward
estimate after Vr has been processed by the backward filter. Figure 2 ehowe
the relative position of the four estimatea for the state variables at time
T-t.

A smoothed estimate of the state at time T-C can be formed by combining
Vf(T~T) and Vb(T~T~1). The optimal weights are directly proportional to the
amount of information in each of the estimates:

(9) V(T~ti) - P(T~Cj) (Prl(TIT)V(TIT) 4 Pbl(T~T~1)V(T~Til)}

In equation ( 9) the subscripts f and b refer to respectively the forward
and backward filters. V(7'~Lj) represente the smoothed estimate based on all
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the data and P(T~Cj) is ita covariance matrix. The inveree matrix P-'(T~t~)

equale the sum of PI'(T~T) and P~'(T~Tti). Obviouely, one would obtain the

eame resulte if the amoother combined the estimates Vt(T~1~T) from the
forward filter and Vb(Ti1~Tt1) from the backward filter.

In order to generate a covariance matrix for the smoothed estimatee of the

etatea that ie immediately suitable for hypotheeie teeting, one will

usually want to initialize both filtere with an uninformative prior
distribution for thie covariance matrix. Such uniformative priore imply

that the elemente of the covariance matrix of the etatee are infinitely

large before the first observation on the exogenoua variable is proceesed.

Often, therefore, thie matrix is initialized for computational reasone with

large numbera on the principal diagonal and zero for all off-diagonal

elemente. Thie procedure involvea a numerical approximation. I have

followed an exact alternative procedure, advocated by Maybeck (1979, 1982)

which involves the so-called inveree covariance formulation. Whenever the

matrix P ia ill-conditioned, one computes inetead conditional eetimatee of

ita inverse. In the implementation of the forward filter, the change to the

"normal" forward apecification ie made ae soon ae the matrix P becomes

numerically invertible; the backward filter remaína in the inveree-

covariance formulation for the complete period of eatimation. Hence,

equation (9) is not actually used but replaced by a emoother that combinee

either one ordinary filter and one inverse-covariance filter or two
inverse-covariance formulationa (see Maybeck, 1979, ch.5 and Maybeck, 1982,

ch.8).

With this initialization, the smoothing algorithm will exactly reproduce
the ola variance matrix of the parameters ( and the ola reaiduala) in the
epecial, restricted cases in which the dynamica of Y and ita relationehip
to X can be repreaented by an ole regresaion for either the levele or the
first or second differencee. Thie depende on the computed or impoaed valuee
for the three unknown variancee, p„ Qa, and R. The remaining iseue ie how
to discover theee optimal estimates.9 I uae the Expectation Maximization

9 The literature discuseea a number of analytical procedurea (eee
Ljung and SSderstrbm, 1983, Maybeck, 1982). However, these authore tend to
concentrate on the physical sciences where the data eeriea are much longer
than in economic applications and many model parameters are often known
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(EM) algorithm, to compute maximum likelihood estimates. The EM algorithm
is described by Dempster et a1. (1977) and Watson and Engle (1983), and
adapted to our case by Shumway and Stoffer ( 1982).10117z

4. Results for aairs of nonstationarv time seriee

The first eet of 100 paire of Y and X consiate of cointegrated eeriea that
only differ because Y has a temporary component and X a high-frequency
autoreqresaive part. The second eet of 100 paire combinee eimilar X series
with an Y series that differs from X because of a third, unobserved, random
walk with stochastic trend. Figure 1 illustrates a representative
realísation of the second aet of l00 experimenta. In both cases, the long-
term elaeticity between X and Y equals 1.0. I shall investigate whether ole
techniques adequte to test this elasticity and whether the unitary
elasticity is delivered by the Kalman filter.

The first 100 pairs of X and Y are tightly connected and cointegrated, but
due to the aerially correlated disturbances in X one may expect poor values
for the Durbin-Watson statistic in the regreasiona in terme of levels, even
though levels would be correct in terms of the longer-term dynamica of the
series. It will be diffícult for the analyet to decide whether theae
warning signale of positive eerial correlation in the residuale of a
regreasion in terms of levels eignify an omitted variable, pointing to the
need for differencing once or twice (not in fact the case here, but the

with great precision. See also Pagan (1980) for an analysis within the
generalized least squares context.

10 Separately, a parameter grid search was executed for a few models,
combined with a Newton-Rapheon algorithm for a more precise determination
of the parameters. The grid search confirmed the outcomea of the EM method.

~~ Steyn (1987) and Neleon and Kim (1988) discuas other waya to
compute the variances that are needed for the state update equation in the
Kalman filter. Both papers caution against estimating hyperparameters on
the basis of a single run through the data.

1z See Nelson (1988) for evidence from his univariate research of U.S.
gnp that optimization with respect to the unknown variances of the
different shocks to the level and the shocks to the trend of a
nonstationary time series may be a delicate matter. This is a topic for
additional research.
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correct diagnoeie in the next eeriee of experimente when a random walk with

trend is placed "between" X and Y), or whether the serial autocorrelation

ehould be dealt with ueing a model for the residuale or a smoother for the
X eeries.

This prioz ie borne out by the reeulte in table 1. Note the excellent

eetimatee of the elasticity with a mean of 0.96. 73 Percent of the sample

eetimates are close enough to 1.0 that the null hypothesie of a unitary
elaeticity would not be rejected at the 0.05 percent level. If, however,

the analyet decided to proceed with first-differencing the data becauee of

the unacceptably high values for the Ljung-Box statistice, outcomee are

much less useful. For the equatione in first difference form, the null
hypothesie of a unitary elaeticity would be rejected in 100 percent of all

cases.13 According to the Ljung-Eiox etatietics, one might prefer the
equations in first difference form but that would mean not getting a handle

on the elaeticity between X and Y.

Teble 1: Cointegrated rerdam walks with trends

ols levels

meon stdev. min. mex.
DN 1.90 0.18 1.13 2.20

R~ 0.95 0.083 0.51 1.00

b 0.96 0.079 0.55 1.00

(S.E.) 0.016 0.012 0.00 0.054

LBO 174.3 66.4 47.3 361.9

ADF(1) -9.49 0.80 -10.97 -6.21

ADF(4) -5.05 1.35 -7.26 -0.82

ADF(8) -2.91 1.04 -5.04 0.070

ols first differences

mean stdev. min. mex.
1.95 0.37 1.12 2.68
0.035 0.031 0.00 0.12
0.050 0.033 -0.044 0.16

0.030 0.0047 0.022 0.044
90.1 72.2 24.10 327.6

-9.82 1.78 -13.97 -6.22

-2.85 0.87 - 5.15 -0.92
-1.75 0.76 -3.78 -0.0054

Note: OW - Durbin-Watson statistic, R~ - coefficient of determination, b~ estimated value of
coefficient of explanatory varieble, ( S.E.) - estimated stardard error of b, LBO - Ljung-Box G-sta[istic
with 29 (in levels) and 28 (first differences) degrees of freedam (critical values 42.56 and 41.34
respectively), ADF(x) - Augmented Dickey-Fuller statistic with lag length x indicated in parentheses
(critical value -2.89).

Turning now to the other 100 paire of X and Y in which a random walk with

etochaetic trend is placed between X and Y, we obviouely have seriee that
no Longer are cointegrated. Hence, the levele regreseiona would be

inappropriate. Reeulte in table 2 ehow - ae could be expected - a clear

13 The equations in second differencee are even woree.
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deterioration over those in the previous table, with much more uncertainty
about b.

Table 2: Non-cointegrated randan ~alks with trends

ols levels

mean stdev. min. max-
Du 7.14 0.58 0.0074 2.08
R~ 0.86 0.25 0.0005 1.00
b 0.92 0.39 -0.73 T.84

(S.E.) 0.029 0.04 0.0036 0.24
LBO 297.5 228.0 65.0 1148.4

aDF(1) -6.17 2.58 -10.27 2.33

ADF(4) - 2.00 1.48 - 6.05 1.78
ADF(8) -1.37 0.93 -2.96 1.34

ols first differences

mean stdev. min. max.

1.93 0.39 1.03 2.91
0.035 0.031 0.00 0.13
0,050 0.035 - 0.042 0.17
0.031 0.0049 0.022 0.044
95.3 81.4 23.9 333.8
-9.75 1-96 -16.39 -5.7

-2.87 0.91 - 5.12 -1.03
-).77 0.83 - 3.66 0.56

Note: For abbreviations see table 1, LBO - Ljung-eox 0-sta[istic wi[h 29 ( in levels) and 28 (first
differences) degrees of freedam.

Visual inspection of the X eeriee clearly ehowe the high-frequency cyclical
movements in the explanatory variable. Hence, the analyst might try the
somewhat old-fashioned technique of using a moving average of X rather than
the current value of X only. Largely because of the prominence of the four
econometric fashions that are the subject of this paper, older techniquea
involving moving averagee, such ae Almon lage, are much lese prevalent
nowadays than regressions in which large numbere of lagged values are
included without restrictiona on their coefficiente. For the purpose of
this illuatration, I have used a simple 9-point moving average smoother,
defined as follows:l4

14 Thís particular movíng average, a linear smoother that is symmetric
around the origin, works well in view of the periodicity of our
autoregresaive process. I have performed a large number of experiments with
a more limited 5-point moving average that produced similar reaults, but
obviously of eomewhat lower quality than those in tables 3 and 4 below.
Also, 1 have performed experimente in which a firet order Almon lag was
applied, so that the data determined whether the weighta in the linear
filter were equal or declined linearly over time. In all cases the
estimated value of the slope parameter in the Almon lag was
undistinguishable from zero, so that the reeults reported below are
representative also of the linear ALmon lag technique.
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t: -4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4

weight: 1~16 1~8 1~8 1~8 1~8 1~8 1~8 1~8 1~16

Uee of the linear filter aeeumee that the analyst made the correct

inference from the autoregreeeive part in X as well ae from the Ljung-Box
statistice in tablee 1 and 2, and ueed thie or a similar amoother on the X

aeriea in order to eliminate movements in X that are not useful in

forecasting and underetanding Y. Table 3 deale with the 100 regreeelone in

which each pair of X and Y are cointeqrated; table 4 with the pairs of

regressions in which a random walk with etochastic trend ie added to the

underlying level of X to produce the permanent level of Y.

Table 3: Cointegrated random ualks uith trends - snoothed series

ols levels

mean s[dev, min. mex.

Du 1.42 0.17 1.00 1.80

R~ 0.99 0.015 0.91 1.00

b 1.01 0.014 0.98 1.08

(S.E.) 0.0062 0.0062 0.00 0.036

LBta 39.1 14.1 15.6 95.6

ADF(1) -7.08 0.68 -8.62 -5.36

ADF(4) -4.41 0.64 -6.32 -3.26

ADF(8) -3.31 0.59 -4.61 -1.84

ols first differences

nean stdev. min. max.
2.64 0.15 2.29 3.04

0.25 0.14 0.037 0.61

0.84 0.12 0.50 1.05

0.17 0.045 0.082 0.28

42.7 11.9 18.4 84.4

-13.36 1.21 -16.81 -11.06

-6.75 0.89 -9.09 -4.81

-4.08 0.86 -6.46 -2.37

No[e: For abbreviations see table 1, L80 - ljung-Boz 0-statistic with 27 (in levels) ard 27 (first
differences) degrees of freedan (critícal value 40.11).

In table 3, the elasticity ie well-determined in caee of a regreseion in

terms of levela and fairly close for regreeaione in firet difference form.

The smoother has eliminated much of the irrelevant high-frequency

correlated noise in X and since the series are cointegrated and very

similar, both typee of regressiona work well. The Durbin-Wataon atatiatic

would not provide clear guidance whether to work with levela or firat

differences, being on average 1.42 for the 100 levele regreseione and 2.64

for the regresaions in first differences.

The elasticity is alao reasonably well-determined in the regresaiona for

levele and firet differences in table 4 which deala with eeriea that are

not cointegrated. The null hypotheais of a unitary elasticity ie rejected
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in 98 percent of all casee. However, in thie aet of experimente, correct
knowledge of the dynamice of the unobaervable random walk with trend that
hae been placed "between" X and Y would dictate the taking of eecond
differencee. Ole regreeeione for eecond differencea of Y and X- not ehown
in table 4- produce extremely poor eetimatee for the regreeaion
coefficient b, which hae a mean of -0.0036 over the 100 experimente with a
atandard deviation of 0.47.

Reeulte for the Kalman filter modale are in tables 5 through 8. Tables 5
and 6 relate to the original sete of data for Y and X; for tablee 7 and 8 I
ueed the 9-period eymmetric emoother deecribed above to the X aeriea before
applyinq the Kalman filter. We eee immedintely that reaulta are very poor
for the Kalman filter modela ueing the original, unamoothed X data.
However, the Kalman filter ie capable of producinq acceptable eatimatea for
the long-run elaeticity betwean X end Y when the 9-point emoother ie
applied to the X eeriee. In the caee of the cointeqrated series, the null
hypotheaie of a unitary elaeticity ie rejected in 6 out of 100 casea; with
the random wnik with etochaetic trend betwean X and Y, the hypotheaie ie
rejected in 15 percent of all caeea. It ia interaeting how the Ralman
filter eetimatea ths elaeticity with elmoet the eeme deqree of exactitude
in both caeea: puttinq a random walk with etochaatic trend between X and Y
doea not meke it that much hardar for the alqorithm to eatimate the lonq-
term relationahip between X and Y. In the ola axparimanta deacribed in
tablee 3 and 4 there wae more daterioration of the eetimatea in the
experiments in which an unobeerved random wslk with trend was edded to X.

TebU 4: Non-cointeprated random wlks rith trends - smoothed series
ols levols

mean stdev. min. msx.
Du 0.37 0.33 0.0076 1.52
R~ 0.89 0.23 0.0029 1.00
b 0.96 0.41 -O.L2 2.00

(S.E.) 0.026 0.044 0.0017 0.25
LRO 443.1 252.938 24.1 1108.5

ADF(1) -2.75 1.72 -7.39 2.08
ADF(4) -1.56 1.18 -4.63 2.30
~Df(B) -1.50 0.95 -4.20 1.28

ols first diffcrenccs
meen stdev. min. msx.
2.58 0.16 2.13 2.97
0.2t O.1S 0.026 0.64
0.83 0.17 0.33 1.37
0.17 0.047 0.082 0.29
40.2 11.8 16.3 74.6

-12.95 1.21 -16.69 -10.13
-6.07 0.90 -8.55 -4.02
-3.41 0.75 -5.19 -1,96

NoN: For sbbrwiet(orn eee Lble 1, LBO ~ lJup-Box 0-stetfstic with 27 (tn lewle) and 27 (}int
dlfferenoes) depras o( }reedom.
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Table 5: Kalmen filter for cointegrated series - no smoothing

mean stdev. min. mex.
Dw(r) 2.68 0.17 2.29 3.10

b 0.032 0.029 -0.047 0.11

(S.E.) 0.026 0.0039 0.019 0.036
Leo(r) 50.8 15.1 24.0 101.9

Note: D(I(r) 3 Durbin-Vatson statistic of fit errors, b- estimated ve(ue of coefficient of explanatory
variable, (S.E.) - estimated stardard error of b, LBO(r) - Ljung-Box 0-statistic of fit errors with 29
degrees of treedom.

Table 6: Kalman filter for non-cointegrated series - no smoothing
mean stdev. min. max.

Du(r) 2.69 0.17 2.25 3.13

b 0.032 0.029 -0.047 0.12

(S.E.) 0.026 0.0040 0.020 0.037

LBO(r) 51.8 15.6 25.2 102.7

Note: for abbreviations see tables 1 and 5, L80(r) - Ljung-BOx G-stetistic of fit errors with 29 degrees
of freedam.

Table 7: Kalman filter for cointegrated series with smoothed K
mean atdev. min. mex.

DN(r) 1.99 0.29 1.52 2.67

b 1.00 0.071 0.63 1.10

(S.E.) 0.060 0.039 0.017 0.21

LBO(r) 35.9 11.9 18.0 74.7

Note: for ebbreviations see tables 1 end 5, LBO(r) - Ljung-Box g-stetistic of fit errors with 27 degrees
of freedom.

Table 8: Kalman filter for non-tointegreted aeries with smoothed x

mean stdev. min. max.
DuCr) 2.27 0.26 1.66 2.91

6 0.92 0.14 0.48 1.22

(S.E.) 0.11 0.041 0.027 0.26

LBO(r) 38.2 12.G 17.0 87.9

Note: for abbrevietions see tebtes 1 end 5, LBO(r) - Ljung-BOx g-statistic of fit errors with 27 degrees
of freedom.

How do reeulte for the Kalman filter compare to thoee of ole when emoothed

X are uaed? In the case of the cointegrated series, ole produces a more

precise estimate of the elasticity than the Kalman filtez. However, in the

case of non-cointegrated random walks deecribed in table 4, reeulte for the
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Kalman filter are considerably better than the ols outcomea for levels and
first differences. The enormous discrepancy in table 4 between the average
eatimated atandard error of b and the sample estimate of the eame atandard
deviation ie one indication that ole ie not appropriate in the case of
nonstationary and non-cointegrated series. Reaulta in table 4 for the
first-differenced aeries are poorer than thoae of the Kalman filter.
Results for second differences - as briefly mentioned above - are uaeleas
in the case of ols. The Kalman filter encompasses all three caees and
produces results that are lese precise in the caae of cointegrated eeries,
but still uaeful when differencinq the data once or twice would be
appropriate. The major advantage of the Kalman filter remaina that it doza
not require a choice between levels, first differences and second
differencea.

5. Artificial experiments with cvclical data

The levels (or natural logarithms of levele) of many macroeconomic time
series exhibit nonstationarity of the random-walk type, but other aeries,
particularly thoae that are atudied in terms of percentage changes over the
previoua quarter or year, show a combination of inedium term cyclical
movements and temporary shocks. Important examples are growth rates of
output and employment and percentage changes in wages and prices. I have
tried to construct artificial time aeries that mimic this type of time
series behaviour. First, I have computed the average quarterly rate of
inflation in the so-called G-7 countriee (United Statea, Japan, west-
Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy and Canada) over the period 1965-
1989. In each country, inflation peaked around the time of the firet oil
crisis of 1973-1974, exhibited a temporary low at some later stage during
the 1970s, a second peak in the early 1980e in connection with the second
oil price crisis and a further low in the mid-1980s. I have fitted a cubic
spline function to the averages of these four local extreme valuea. The
resulting pattern in the form of a camel's back, exhibited in figure 3
forma the basis for the experiments of this section.
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0
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Figure 3: Fitted cubic spline function produciny e cemel's back pattern.

Adding a second order autoregreseive model to this basic pattern producea
realizationa of the X procese. Thia ie eimilar to the conatruction of the X
eeriee in eection 2, but in order to obtain greater aimilarity between the
artificial aeriea and the real-life examplee involving ratee of price and
wage change, I have used a Student-t density function with 5 degreea of
freedom for the error procees. This procesa has fatter taile than the

normal diatribution.

Ae before, there are two eeta of Monte Carlo experimente. Firet, I
conetruct 100 replicationa of the X procese and pair each one of these with
an Y proceae that conaiate of the eame camel'e back pattern with added

serially uncorrelated noise which hae a t(5) diatribution. In the aecond
aeriee of 100 experimente, the X eeriee remaina aa before, but now an
ARIMA(0,2,2) proceae ie added to the camel'a back to produce a wedge

between the permanent level of X and the permanent Level of Y before the
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observation errors are added to produce the Y seriea. The epecification of
the (0,2,2) proceas is ae followe:

(l0A) dt - dt-1 t Czrtelo,c-t '~~c t~ac

(lOB) CIAe]p,C - Clhelp.[-1 r ~a[

with vaz(rv3) - 0.0025, vaz(~.ta) - 0.00005, and further properties as in

equatione (~B) and (7C) above.

As before, in the firet set of 100 experimente, the two eeriee are
cointegrated, whereas in the second Honte Carlo etudy the discrepanciea
between the permanent levels of X and Y are nonstationary and may grow
without bound as time goee on.

Figure 4: Tuo nom cointcgratcd cyclical scries. The ols results from e levcls regression of Y on 1f wcre:
D4 - 0.257, R' - 0.902, b- 1.307 wi[h S.E. - 0.044, LBO(29) - 255.683, ADF(1) --12.35, ADF(4) -
10.318, ADF(8) --6.115. For abbreviations, see table 1 above.
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Figure 4 shows a typical example of the second aet of experimente. Since
the connection between X and Y is - ae before -

X-{autocorrelated temporary ehocke} f{random walk with etochaetic

trend} t {obaervation noise) - Y,

it followa that the long-term elaaticity between X and Y equale 1.0 aleo in

this case. Ae before, I ehall investigate whether ole-techniquee are useful

for teste of thia elaeticity, both in the case of cointegrated and that of

non-cointegrated eeriee, and whether thie unitary elaeticity ie delivered

by the Kalman filter.

6. Analvsis of cvclical data

The firet 100 paira of X and Y are cointegrated eeriee with an identical

underlying structure in the ehape of a camel's back. Additionally, Y hae

serially uncorrelated random noiee, whereae to each X eeriee a second-order

autoregressive proceae of amall amplitude has been added. Ae noted above,

the noise series are non-normal and have a t-distribution with 5 degreee of

freedom. I aseume that the econometrician diepoeee of past and future X and

ie interested in producing longer-term forecaste of Y for which a proper

eetimate of the elasticity between X and Y ia eeeential. One would expect

ola in terms of the levele of X and Y to produce a eharp eatimate of the

unitary elasticity, but a poor value for the Durbin-Wateon etatietic and

other indicatore of serial correlation.

This prior is borne out by the results in table 9. Note the excellent

eatimates of the elasticity with a mean of 0.97. 62 Percent of the eample

estimates are cloee enough to 1.0 that the null hypothesis of a unitary

elasticity would not be rejected at the 0.05 percent level. If, however,

the analyat decided to proceed with first-differencing the data becauee of

the poor Durbin-Watson statietice and the often unacceptably high valuee

for the Ljung-BOx atatiatica, outcomee are much lees ueeful. For the

equationa in firet difference form, the null hypothesia of a unitary

elasticity would be rejected in 100 percent of all caeea. The equatione in

aecond differences are even woree. According to the Durbin-Wateon
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statistica, one might prefer the equatione in first difference form but
that would mean not getting a handle on the elasticity between X and Y.

Table 9: [ointegrated cycliwl variables

ols levets

mean stdev. min. max.
D11 1.08 0.17 0.74 1.56
R~ 0.96 0.012 0.91 0-97
b 0.97 0.028 0.88 1.03

(S.E.) 0.021 0.0027 0.017 0.029
Lea 67.2 24.1 28.4 152.2

ADF(1) -6.08 0.68 - 7.89 -4.76
ADF(4) -5.24 0.74 -7.24 -4.04
ADF(8) - 3.49 0.56 - 4.97 -1.66

ols first differences

mean stdev. min. max.

2.43 0.18 1.96 2.93

0.12 0.051 0.035 0.28
0.36 0.091 0.13 0.60

0.10 0.013 0.063 0.14
47.7 14.2 21.4 100.5

-12.41 1.21 -16.28 -9.71

-3.84 0.54 -6.04 -2.85
-2.15 0.29 -2.89 -1.53

Note: For abbreviations see table 1, LBO - Ljung-Box 0-statistic with 29 (in levels) arxi 28 (firstdifferences) degrees of treedom.

Table 10: Non-cointegrated cyclical variables

ols levels

mean stdev. min. max.
DM 0.64 0.29 0.1G 1.40
R~ 0.90 0.081 0.51 0.97
6 0.95 0.18 0.55 1.35

(S.E.) 0.030 0.0095 0.018 0.059
LBO 167.0 110.4 35.34 486.14

ADF(1) -4.48 1.11 -7.29 -2.32

ADF(4) -3.45 0.86 -5.76 -1.55

ADF(8) -Z.43 0.67 -4.14 -0.47

ols first differences

mean stdev. min. max.
2.42 0.18 1.95 2.93
0.12 0.051 0.036 0.27
0.36 0.092 0.13 0.59

0.10 0.013 0.063 0.14
47.3 14.2 18.7 104.8

-12.36 1.22 -16.28 -9.63

-3.83 0.54 -6.13 -2.83

-2.15 0.28 - 2.88 -1.55
Note: For abbreviations see tabte 1, LBO - Ljung-Box 0-statistic with 29 ( in levels) and 28 (first
differences) degrees of freedom.

Turning now to the other 100 paire of X and Y, in which a random walk with
etochastic trend is placed between X and Y, we obviously have series that
are no longer cointegrated. Hence, the levels reqresaions would be
inappropriate. Results in table 10 show - as could be expected - a clear
deterioration over those in the previous table.
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Table 11: Cointegrated cyclicel veriables with smoothed X

als Ievels

mean stdev, min. max.
Dli 1.39 0.27 0.66 2.18
R~ 0.98 0.0045 0.97 0.99
b 1.02 0.030 0.97 1.09

(S.E.) 0.016 0.0018 0.012 0.02
LBO 56.6 31.7 15.97 227.4

pDF(1) -6.98 1.076 -10.68 -4.30
ADF(4) -3.51 0.60 -4.73 -1.79

ADF(8) -3.23 0.68 -4.94 -1.49

ols first differencea
mean stdev. min. max.
2.88 0.17 2.50 3.33

0.28 0.043 0.19 0.37

0.98 0.051 0.85 1.10
0.17 0.018 0.14 0.22
57.7 22.7 28.3 148.8

-15.51 1.72 -21.54 -12.14

-6.50 0.74 -8.95 -4.71

-4.23 0.55 -5.98 -2.45

Note: For ebbrevietions aee table 1, LBO - Ljung-Box 0-statistic uith 27 (in levels) and 27 (firs[
differences) degrees of freedom.

Table 12: Non-cointegrated cyclical veriables with smoothed X

ols levels

mean stdev. min. max.
D~ 0.T3 0.37 0.15 1.85

R~ 0.93 0.074 0.55 0.98

b 1.00 0.20 0.53 1.45

(S.E.) 0.025 0.0087 0.014 0.05

l80 185.8 105.4 26.3 433.5

0.DF(1) -4.68 1.31 -9.00 -2.40

ADF(4) -2.63 0.64 -4.31 -1.19

ADF(8) -2.56 0.60 -4.17 -1.43

ols first differences

mean stdev, min, mex.
Z.87 0.17 2.49 3.32

0.27 0.043 0.18 0.38
0.98 0.053 0.84 1.10
0.17 0.019 0.14 0.22

56.8 22.1 25.8 144.9

-15.40 1.70 -21.44 -12.06

-6.39 0.75 -9.00 -4.67

-4.11 0.56 -5.95 -2.49

Note: For abbreviations see table 1, L80 - Ljung-Box 0-statistic with 27 (in levels) and 27 (first
differences) degrees of freedom.

The next two tablea give results for regreeaions in which the X eeriee have
been prefiltered with the symmetric 9-period filter. As before, I aeeume

that the analyst made the correct inference from the eerial correlation in

the residuale and used a emoother on the X eeries in order to eliminate
movements in X that are not useful in forecastinq and understanding Y.
Table 11 deals with the 100 regreseions in which each pair of X and Y is
cointegrated; table 12 with the regreeaiona in which a random walk with

(small) etochastic trend is added to the underlying level of X to produce

the permanent level of Y.

In table 11, the elaeticity ie well-determined, both in caee of a
regresaion in terms of levele and for regreseiona in firet difference form.
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The smoother has eliminated much of the irrelevant high-frequency
correlated noise in X and eince the eeriee are cointegrated and very
similar, both types of regressione work well. The elaeticity ie also well-
determined in the regresaions for levela and first differences in table 12
which deals with seriea that are not cointegrated. It is interesting to
note that the deterioration in the estimatea uaing ols when non-
cointegrated series are used is much lesa in this case than before when the
series were of the "random walk with etochastic trend" type. This
phenomenon is related to the size of the incrementa in the random walka and
their trenda in the two reapective experimente, and it is also obvioue that
cyclical variablea are more amenable to ols analyeis than random walka with
stochastic trends that do not exhibit any low frequency cyclical movements.

Table 13: Kalman fil[er for cyclical cointegrated series with smoothed X
mean stdev. min. max.

D4(r) 2.34 0.20 1.91 2.80
b 1.01 0.047 0.90 1.15

(S.E.) 0.057 0.018 0.022 0.11
LBa(r) 34.8 12.7 17.3 94.5

Note: for abbreviations see tables 1 and 5, LBO(r) - Ljung-BoK 0-statistic of fit errors with 27 degreesof freedom.

Table 14: Kalman filter for cyclical non-cointegreted series with smoothed x

mean stdev. min. max.
Du(r) 2.38 0.19 ).72 2.83

b 1.01 0.047 0.88 1.13
(S.E.) 0.062 0.017 0.024 0.11
LBO(r) 35.7 72.5 16.8 88.7

Notc: tor abbreviations see tables 1 and 5, L8o(r) - Ljung-BOx o-statistic of fit errors with 27 degreesof freedom.

Results for the Kalman filter modele are in tables 13 and 14. In both casee
I have applied the 9-period symmetric smoother to the X series before
running the Kalman filter. In the case of the cointegrated series, the null
hypothesis of a unitary elasticity is rejected in 4 out of 100 cases; with
the random-walk-with-atochastic-trend between X and Y, the null hypothesie
is rejected in 5 percent of all cases. It is interesting how the Kalman
filter model estimates the elaeticity with almoat the same degree of
exactitude in both cases: putting a random walk with stochastic trend
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between X and Y doee not make it harder for the algorithm to estimate the
long-term relationahip between X and Y. In the ole experimenta there wae
eome deterioration of the eatimatea in the experimenta in which an

unobserved random walk with trend was added to X(aee tablee 11 and 12).

Ueing the emoothed X eeriee, reaulte for the Kalman filter are - ae

before - aimilar to the beet of the three aeta of reeulte with ole. The

advantage of the Kalman filter remaina that it doea not require a choice

between levele, firat differencee and eecond differences.

7.FOUr fashions in econometrics reviaited

The general idea of a eo called caueality teat ie to regresa a variable of

interest on a number of ita own lage as well as on obeervatione from

another variable. If, for inetance, it appeare that the predictiona of a

eeriea Y based on paet Y(notation: {Y-}) are inferior to forecasts baeed

not only on paet Y but also on past X(notation: {Y-,X-}), then one may eay

that X causes Y in the sense of Cranger (1969). In another version of the

test, named after Geweke, Meese and Dent (1982), one regressea X on paet X

ae well as on pasi and future Y(notation {Yt}), teeta whether {Yt} helpe

at the margin in predicting X, and if eo concludes that X caueee Y in the

eenae of Geweke et aI.

The analyet has to decide how many lagged valuee to include in the

specification, but the actual regresaions are performed without

reatrictions on the coefficients of the included laqged endogenous or

exogenoue variables. Also, no attempt ie made to interpret the pattern of

the coefficients: the focue of attention ie on comparing reaidual eume of

equazea or an F-teat in order to judge whether inclusion of a group of

explanatory variables doea or doea not help in predicting Y. If the

conclusion is that X doea indeed "cause" Y, thie finding is not neceaearily

interpreted in a causal senae - after all people buy travel ineurance

before they go on a trip, but it makee no eenae to atate that the purchaee

of travel insurance "causes" the vacation. The finding that X"caueea" Y

meane no more than that X helps at the margin in predicting Y which might

aignify either an errora in variablea aituation where the true procese for
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the underlying level of Y ie observed with error eo that ueing valuee of X
ie valuable at the margin, or that movements in X antedate movemente in Y.
The causality tests are incapable of dietinguiehing between theae two quíte
different interpretationa.

Table 15: Causality tests

Gran9er Geweke
X causes ( T) Y Y causes ( T) X X cause5 (?) Y Y causes (?) X

cointegreted random walks 7X 100X 11X 100Xwith trends

non-cointegrated random 28X 97X 9:G q2Xwalks with trends

caintegrated cyclical 49X 97X 51X 95Xseries

non-cointegrated cyclical 43X 91X 38X
series 78X

Note: the figures in the table indicate the percentage ot cases in ~hich an F-test reached significance
at the 0.05 level.

Now consider the causality testa in the case of our paire of artificial
series Y and X. All four sets of experimenta have contemporaneous movemente
in both seriea; there are no instances where X would change before Y or
vice versa. Results are in table 15. Note that the hypothesis that Y does
not cauae X in the senne of Granqer is rejected in 100 percent of all caaee
in the first lUU uxperimenta (two cointegrated random walke with etochaetic
trends), in 97 percent of the second set of 100 experimenta (two random
walks that are not cointegrated), 97 percent in the third aet (two
cointegrated cyclical variables) and 91 percent in the fourth set of 100
experiments (two cyclical variablea that are not cointegrated). The very
high numbers aignify that Y is almost always useful in forecasting X, which
ia understandable because X has high-frequency cyclical movements that
obacure changes in the underlying level and underlying trend of X.

Teste for causality in the other direction reject the null hypothesie of no
caueality from X to Y in far fewer cases. Again, we know that X doea not at
all cause Y in the eense that movemente in X antedate movemente in Y, but
that X may be useful at the margin in producing forecaste of Y. Note that
the results for Granger's test and Geweke's test are quite close in most
casea. Only in the case of the non-cointegrated random walks do the resulta
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for the test whether X causea Y differ considerably between Granger'e
methodology and Geweke'e apecification.

The reaulta atarkly exemplify the unavoidable ambiguity in the

interpretation of auch caueality tests. X and Y are obviouely related in
our experiments, eo that paet values of either variable are useful both in

predicting ita own future and in predicting future valuee of the other

variable. Since each variable X containe a high-frequency autocorrelated

component, paet valuee of Y are helpful in distinguiehing whether the moet

recent movement in X hae been predominantly temporary (part of the

autoregreasive component) or predominantly permanent (part of the

underlying proceas, either the random walk with trend or the cyclical

process). Y also has a temporary component, but it ie not persiatent and

lesa important than the autoregresaive temporary component in X. Hence,

(X-} can be somewhat uaeful in predicting future values of Y if the

regression alreay includes (Y-), but the marginal contribution of (X-) to

predictione of Y will be leee than the marginal contribution of (Y-} in

predicting X, for two reasone: past X ie contaminated by temporary

autocorrelated movemente that are irrelevant for future Y, and Y iteelf

only has uncorrelated observation noise in addition to its fundamental

procesa, so that paet Y ie a higher-quality seriea for predicting future Y

than past X.

In sum: caueality tests only relate to queetione about marginal predictive

power and have no clear relationehip to the queation whether movemente in

one variable occur before another variable changes. In the experimente with

our artificial eeriea we note that different types of temporary

disturbances can heavily influence the resulte of the causality teeta,

leading to the conclusion that one eeriea (almoat) alwaye causes another

aeries, even though movements in the permanent Level and growth rate of the

eeries occur simultaneously.

Vector autoregreeeiona have become a prominent tool in the analyeis of the

dynamice of time aeriea and especially in their interaction. Current levele

(or logarithma of levela) of two or more time aeries are regressed

eimultaneously on a eubatantial number of paet valuee, both of the seriee

itself and of all the other time seriee in the analyeie. In the present



30study of pairs of Y and X, we simultaneously regresa levels of Y and X on
{Y-} and {X-}. The regreeaion coefficiente are put in a matrix - in thia
epecific case with two rowa and sixteen columne because we uae eight lagged
values of both Y and X- and this matrix is manipulated to produce
estimatea of so-called "impulse response functiona". Theee purport to ehow
the effects of an "innovation" in either Y or X on each of the two aeries.
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Figure 5: The response of Y to an imovation in y: mean and tuo-standard deviation baMs; conputed usingthe 8ayesian Mon[e Carlo in[egraiíon [echnique.

Figure 5 ahows a representative implementation of this technique for a pair
of Y and X from the experimenta underlying table 2(non-cointegrated random
walke with etochaetic trende, one of which (X) hae a high-frequency
temporary component). The figure indicates the response of Y to a eingle
innovation in Y that occurs at time t-1. The indicated standard errora for
the estimated path have been computed using a Bayeaian Honte Carlo
Integration.~s The next figure, figure 6, providea the same information

15 See Kloek and Van Dijk (1978).
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for the effecte of a unit innovation in X on X itself.~b Table 16 ehowe

atatiatice for our experimenta with cointegrated and non-cointegrated

random walke with atochaetic trenda and temporary noiee. The left-hand part

of the table deale with the cointegrated paire of Y and X; the right-hand

part with the non-cointegrated aeriee.

2.5
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0.5

-0.5
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Figure 6: The response of R to e unit imovation in li: neen srxl two-sterderd devietion berds; conputed
using the Bayesian Monte Cerlo integration technique.

The margins of uncertainty in figurea 5 and 6 relate to uncertainty about

the coefficients in the vector autoregreesion. For, the aize of the

innovation that takea place in period 1 ie etandardized acroes all
experimente to unit aize and not followed by any eubeequent obeervatione. A
quite oppoeite way to coneider the uncertainty surrounding thie type of

experiment would be to uae the state-apace formulation. Even though atate-

epace modela are formally equivalent to ARIMA-modele, the atate-space

16 It is also possible to use the vector autoregression to compute
effects of innovations in X on Y and in Y on X, but these are not discueaed
here.
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formulation emphasizes the continuoue mixture of different typea of shocka
and also makee a careful diatinction between the obaerved valuea of the
process and the "underlying" level of the process without its temporary
component. To bring out thia different perspective on the uncertainty
regarding aimulation experimenta, I have computed the expected path as well
as the accompanying two-atandard deviation bande for the state-space
representations of Y and X in the aeymptotic caee that all hyperparameters
of the atae-space model are known with certainty. This assumption
corresponde, of course, to an ARIMA repreaentation or Box-Jenkina model in
which all model parameters are also known without error. Even in this
extreme, asymptotic case, uncertainty remaina regarding the path of the
level of Y or X after a unit innovation during period 1, for two reaeona:

- we observe a unit surpriae, but do not know to what extent the size
of the surprise is influenced by mietaken beliefa about the
underlying level of the process as estimated after period 0 for
period 1;

- the unit innovation is an unknown mixture of a temporary shock, a
permanent disturbance to the level and a permanent diaturbance to the
rate of growth, and without knowing the allocation of the eurprise
over these three componente, it is impoaeible to compute with
certainty future values of the atate varíables.

Table 16: Vector autoregressions
Cointegra[ed Y and x( as in table 1)

mean min. max. stdev.

Non-cointegrated Y and X(as in table 2)

mean min. max. stdev.

x on x

expectation 0.79 -0.0019 1.74 0.36

var~ence 0.22 0.035 3.28 0.3G
Y on Y

expectation 1.23 0.080 2.77 0.63

variance 0.63 0.074 2.71 0.48

0.48 -0.35 1.48 0.36

0.12 0.0094 0.83 0.12

L.04 -0.95 3.00 0.83

0.49 0.028 1.82 0.41

Mote: the figures in the table refer to the velues of the variables 20 periods after the unit innovation
has teken place. x on X means the response of x to a unit irnovation in X, Y on Y indi[ates the responseof Y[o a 5hock ín Y.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the theoretical responae to a unit innovation for
the following three cases:
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the responee of X to a unit innovation in X according to the etate-
epace repreaentation of the model for X ae used in the firat two eete
of experimente;

2. the response of Y to a unit innovation in Y uaing the etate-epace
representation of Y ae ueed in the firet eet of experimente;

3. the response of Y to a unit innovation in Y, using the atate-apace

model for variable d which wae defined in equation (l0A) as the

differnce between Y and the permanent component of X.

The figuree ahow the asymptotic reeulta that are baeed on numerical
eolutions to the Riccati equatione aeeociated with the etate-apace modele
in equations (4) and (6) above.t~
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Figure 7: the theoretical response of X to a unit imovation in It: asympto[ic path and two-standard
deviation bands.

~~ The precise deriviatione can be found in Stengel ( 1986) and Mendel
(1987).
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Figure 8: the theoretical response of Y to a unit imovation in Y: asymptotic path and tuo-standard
deviation bands.
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Figure 9: the 2heoretical response of Y[o a unit innovation in Y: asymptotic path aM tuo-standard
deviation bands.
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Analyaie of the theoretical reeponaes of a state-space model to a unit
innovation ehows that the effecte of an innovation will depend on ite eize.
The larger the innovation, the less important will it be that at the moment
it occure we have an unavoidable reeidual amount of uncertainty about the
true atate of the suetem, becauee in all periods prior to t-1 there aleo
were ahocke that hit the eyetem. For inetance, in the introduction, we
looked at the eimple caee in which the Box-Jenkine parameter in an
ARIMA(0,1,1) model equaled 0.5, corresponding to variancee of respectively
0.5 and 0.25 for the temporary and permanent ehocke i n the equivalent
etate-epace model. If now the innovation hitting euch a syatem followe upon
a long seriee of eimilar innovations we can uee the Box-Jenkine
representation or the Riccati equation to compute the expected future path
after the innovation. However, if the true atate of the system ie known
without error when the shock hita, or - equivalently - if the ahock ia much
larger than those that occurred in the past, we should classify the
eurpriae into temporary and permanent parts according to the eizea of the
two variancea in the atate-epace model, implying that in thie case two
thirda of the shock ehould be clasaified ae temporary and only one third as
permanent.

The same argument holde for the actual caee of the Y eeriee in our firat

eet of experimente. Solving the Riccati eqvation in the aeymptotic case of

an infinitely long realization of Y reaulte in the vector (0.712, 0.170).

It followe that the innovation ie claeeified in the following way: 718 ie

conaidered to be a permanent increase in the Level, 178 is judged to be a

permanent increase in the rate of qrowth, and the remaining 129 ehould be

considered to be purely temporary. However, the three variancee in the

model of equation (4) above are 1 for the temporary component, 1 for the

permanent ehifta and 0.1 for the permanent changee in the etochaetic trend,

suggesting a quite different aplit of any surprise over the three

componente. In case a particularly large innovation had to be analyzed, the

clasaification of the eurpriae into ita three componenta would shift from

the nvmbers indicated by the eolution of the Riccati equation to the

proportions as indicated by the three variance terme.

Unit root teste have become quite popular for teeting whether a single time
series ehould be differenced before further etatietical analyeis is
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undertaken. Table 17 ehowa the reaulta of unit root teste applied to the
four sets of eeries in thie Monte Carlo etudy. Numbere in the table are

based on the 0.05 significance level. We note that the low frequency
cyclical series with the camel's back pattern are all claseified ae
stationary using unit root tests with four or more lags. The particular
construction of the camel'e back logically meana that all series built on
that frame are nonstationary, but there exiat atationary higher-order
autoregresaive processea that could approach the eame pattern to any degree
of accuracy. Hence, one ehould not find fault with the unit root teat for
rejecting the null hypothesie of nonstationarity for the Y and X series
that are based on the camel's back pattern. The Y series in the second set
of experiments do contain a purely nonstationary component, and again the
aeriea are not recognized as nonstationary by the unit root tests.lB

Many wrong answers, by contrast, are produced by the unit root testa in the
cases of the random walks with stochastic trend. Note that many
realizationa of the Y series are classified incorrectly as atationary if
four or more lags are used.

Table 17: Unit roo[ tests

0 4 8

x

lags 0 1 4 8

random walks with trerd (see table 1) 30 30 5 22
rardom walks uith trerd (see table 2)

camel's back series Csee table 9) 4 100 100 100

camel's back series (see table 10)

v

2 2 18 27

4 5 14 26

6 0 100 100
46 33 100 100

Note: the fi9ures in the table indicate the percentage of cases in which the rwll hypo[hesis of a unit
root uas rejected using the Augn~ented Dickey-Fuller test.

The results in table 17 confirm much earlier evidence that unit root teet3
for eingle seriea have low power. This is also true for the resulta of the
Augmented Dickey-Fuller teats that were already incorporated in tablea 1
through 4. These teats suffer from an additional disadvantage becauae their

18 The standard deviation of the permanent shift in the random walk
that is added to X equals 0.05; the permanent changes in the growth rate
have a standard deviation of 0.00707. Over 100 perioda thís produces on
average a deviation of 3.839 between the levele of X and Y, a distance that
ehould be compared to the range of the baeic camel's back which goes from
2.544 to 18.449.
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null hypotheeis is that of nonatationarity. Nonetationarity occurs in
infinitely many forma, implying the risk that in the caee at hand the model
of nonstationarity differe from thoae conaidered by Dickey and Fuller. In
fact, the table in their (1979) paper considers first order autoregreaeive
proceasee with valuea around 1 for the autoregressive coefficient, even
though one could claim that the time aeriee models coneidered i n this paper
which are of the ARIMA(0,2,2) or ARIMA(2,2,2) variety are cloaer to
macroeconomic time aeriee. In my view, the atate-epace methodology hae an

important advantage becauee it does not require any decieion about the

number of unit roote, but inetead traneforme the problem into that of

properly estimating one or more hyperparametere that indicate the

importance of temporary vereue permnnent ahocke to the eyetem.

The cointegration technique can be used to teet whether there exieta a

unitary elasticity between X and Y in theae Monte Carlo experimenta, in the

eense that conditional forecaeta of Y ehould be changed proportionally to

changea in one'e forecast of X. That happene to be correct for all the

Monte Carlo experimente. Resulte for the cointegration tests are in table

18. The teeta are based on a bivariate regreeeion in which firet

differences of X and Y are aimultaneously regreeaed on a series of lagged

firet differencea of X and Y as well ae on the lagged levele of the two

variables (eee Johansen, 1991). Formally:

k-1

tll) nz~ - ~Plnz~-, . nz~.k . w .~~,
,

where Z ie a vector containing Y and X and c~ (t - 1,...,T) are independent 2-

dimenaional Gauasian variables with mean zero and variance matrix A. In

our case, k- 8. The parametera P,,...,Pk-„ W and A are asaumed to vary

without restrictione, and the hypothesis of a eingle r cointegration

vector is formulated ae the following reetriction on II:

(12) II - a(i',

where p, the cointegration vector, and a, the adjuetment coefficients, are 2x1

matricee. The teet ie then performed on the elemente of ~. The hypothesie

of a unitary elaeticity requires ~, --(t~.
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Table 78: Cointegration
reject hypothesis of no accept unit elasticity

cointegration

cointegrated rarxlom walks with g2X
trends

86.bX

non-cointegrated random walks 27X ~0.~
with trends

cointegrated cyclical series 98X 62.2X
non-cointegreted cyclical series 92X 7.bX

Note: the figures in the firs[ colunn indicate the percentages of cases in which the null hypo[hesis ofno cointegration could be rejected at the 0.05 level, those in the last colunn refer to the percentageof cases in which, given the rejection of the null, a unit elasticity hetween X erd Y could not berejected.

The resulte in table 18 ahow that in the firat aet of 100 experiments the
cointegration test correctly claesifies 82 out of the hundred cases as
being cointegrated and subsequently does not reject the hypothesie of a
unitary elasticity at the 0.05 level in 7 out of 8 cases. However, once the
random walka with stochaetic trenda are no longer cointegrated, the
cointegration technique becomes incapable of producing useful resulta for
the test of the unitary elasticity. The percentages indicated in the tab.e
are almost identical to the split over rejection versus non-rejection of
the null hypothesis of a unitary elasticity in case the cointegration
hypotheais is indeed rejected. In the third and fourth set of experiments
involving cyclical variablea the cointegration technique clasaifies
virtually all experiments as exhibiting cointegration. It ie interesting to
note how in the 100 casea in which the cyclical variablea are indeed
cointegrated the test quite frequently doea not reject the null hypotheais
of a unitary elasticity, but how again in the case of non-cointegrated
seriee the teat is not at all uaeful in illuminating the question whether
the elasticity equals 1.0.

It seems to be the case that the teat is not well designed to inveetigate
the long term elasticity between two variablea X and Y in case X and Y are
not cointegrated.19 Nevertheleas, this is a context that very frequently

~9 McCallum (1984) has correctly emphasized how ambiguous definitiona
of elasticities can become in the case of stationary variables. It is
ironic that ols works best for stationary variables when elasticities are
often ill-defined or unobservable, whilst nonstationary seriea offer a
better context to precisely define elasticities, but are hard to tackle
using traditional ols methods.
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occure in macroeconomice, for inetance when one apeake about exact price
compensation in wagee. Series for inflation and growth in nominal wages
need not be cointegrated; neverthelesa it makea aense to talk about 1-1
compeneation in wages for inflation. The cointeqration technique doee not
aeem capable of dealing with auch inatancee.

8. Conclueions

In a recent article Lawrence Summers (1991) complaine about the ecant

progreas made during the paet two decadee in applied macroeconomics.

Without necessarily agreeing with Summers's analyeie, let alone his

recommendatione, many economista will ehare hia aenee of dieappointment.

The present paper reconsidera four prominent econometric techniquee that

have been used in many of the papers in applied macroeconomica during thie

period. I have studied these four techniquee in a number of Monte Carlo

experimente uaing nonatationary time aeriea that were quite cloeely related

over the longer term, but eubject to different short-term componente.

Nonstationarity creates well known problema for ordinary leaet equaree

techniques. At the eame time, the "errore-in-variables" context makes it

impoeaible to interpret the regresaion findinga: doee the fact that Y

causes X mean that Y changee before X, or doee it signify that observationa

on X are more eerioualy contaminated by high-frequency noiae than

obaervations on Y7

The paper combinea experiments ueing causality tests, vector

autoregressions, unit root testa and cointegration with implementation of a

multivariate Kalman filter. This allowa for a comparieon between the

autoregreasive-moving average interpretation of time eeries and the etate-

epace formulation. Even though the two modelling techniquea are formally

equivalent, the state-epace representation emphaeizee the often ueeful

diatinction between the observed eeries and ita "underlying" level.

Furthermore it allowe for an interpretation in which a time seriea ie not

subject to a aingle type of innovation with a complicated dynamic impulee

reaction function, but changea because different typea of disturbances,

temporary or permanent, occur eimultaneouely.
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As expected, the general findinq ie that obaervationa on two time aeriea
without additional structure are insufficient to draw interesting
conclusiona about cause and effect, but can only be uaed to compare
different predictive formulas. A more intereating finding ie that none of
the four econometric fashions ie capable of delivering a ueeful estimate of
thc unitary elauticiLy l~otwuen thc~ c~natructed tlmt3 ooriee, unleeu a eimYlo
moving average is applied to one of the eeriea. Moving averagea and Almon
laga went out of fashion with the introduction of multicoefficient
autoregreaeions and vector autoregressions, but in the Monte Carlo
simulatione in this paper, the old-fashioned Almon Lag technique is capable
of producing useful reaulte, whereas unrestricted estimatea of many
coefficienta are of no help.

The multivariate Kalman filter aleo requiree some smoothing of the
explanatory variable in order to produce useful forecasts and estimates of
the unitary elasticity between X and Y. The principal advantage of the
Kalman filter in this context is that it circumventa the difficult choice
between working with levels, first differences or second differences. In
the implementation chosen for thie paper, the Kalman filter is capable of
dealing with any series that can usefully be described with an ARIMA(0,2,2)
model, and leaves it to the data to determine the relative importance of
the three types of basic innovations (temporary ahocks to the Level,
permanent shocks to the level, permanent ahocke to the rate of growth) that
occur in such a model.

As regarde the critique of inveeted VAR'e the Kalman filter methodology
helps to underetand why it ie incorrect to talk about simulation
experiments in terms of a single shock that takea place after a tranquil
period. It follows that the estimated response function must logically be
dependent upon the size of the ehock. Both these inaights are impoeaible to
get out of the autoregressive-moving average repreaentation of the same
process. Experiments in the paper show that at leaet sometimes uncertainty
about the classification of the innovation as temporary or permanent ia
much more important for the margins of uncertainty eurrounding the
innovation experiment than uncertainty about the coefficients in the
corresponding vector autoregression.
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